Iron-bearing minerals from soils developing on volcanic materials from southern Chile. Mineralogical characterization supported by Mössbauer spectroscopy
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Abstract

On this work, the iron oxide mineralogy of Chilean volcanic ashes derived soils have been reviewed, emphasizing on new finding linked to the application of Mössbauer spectroscopy. It has been established that free iron oxide layer contributes with positive variable surface charge to the clay-size soil particle, at soil pH. However, the importance of such contribution seems to depend on the evolutionary stage of the different volcanic soil orders, which defines the crystalline degree of their iron oxide contents. Mössbauer spectroscopy complemented with different physical, chemical and instrumental techniques revealed key aspects of iron oxide mineralogy on these Chilean volcanic soils. For instance, results for Ultisol revealed that the evolution of the soil particle could be followed just analysing the main component of their iron oxide mineralogy; thus, the iron oxide mineralogy change when passing from the volcanic ashes (magnetite), to sand-size magnetic separates (partially-oxidized magnetite), to silt-size (strongly-oxidized magnetite), and finally to clay-size (maghemite) soil samples. Therefore, it would seem that physical weathering of the Ultisol produces smaller and more oxidized particles. On the other hand, the Andisol samples, a young volcanic soil compared to Ultisol, seems to have a constant iron oxide mineralogy among all its different particle size fractions: paramagnetic Fe²⁺ and Fe³⁺ species with low crystalline degree, the last one possibly assignable to a ferrihydrite-like mineral. Therefore, on the case of Andisols, it seems that the high contents of organic matter somehow prevent mineral evolution towards higher oxidation and more crystalline levels, in agreement with past studies.
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Introduction

Soils derived from volcanic materials are abundant and widespread in central-southern Chile. They are mostly found from latitude 35° to 45° south (Figure 1). Most of the Chilean agricultural activities are developed on soils formed on geologically recent volcanic materials (Martínez et al., 2015), which are concentrated on the Mediterranean and the rainy Patagonian soil zone, as described by Fleige et al. (2016). These comprise as much as 60 – 70 % of all land areas under management or with agronomic potential, more particularly on the Pacific side of the southern cone of the American continent. Actually, many other important agricultural areas worldwide rely on soils developing on volcanic ashes, rocks or pyroclastic fragments, as in Asia (mainly in Japan, Korea, Philippines, Indonesia and Malaysia); relatively lesser occurrences are over a wide geographical scale in Eurasia (including Russian Federation), part of Africa and Oceania (Besoain, 1985; Dahlgren et al., 2004).

Figure 1. Map representing the geographical location of volcanic soils and volcanic ashes sampling sites. (Map taken from Google Maps)

Andisols and Ultisols, according to the U.S. Soil Taxonomy (Handbook, 2005, and The Twelve Orders of Soil Taxonomy, 2006) are important soil classes from volcanic origin. If compared to Ultisols, Andisols are relatively more recent soils, being characterised by clay mineralogy dominated by non-crystalline or with short-ordered mineral structure (mostly allophane, Escudey et al., 2001). Levard et al. (2012) suggest that the mayor constituent of aluminium-silicate minerals in Andisols is in fact proto-imogolite, a poorly ordered imogolite precursor. Ultisols, on the other hand, are more evolved soils, implying more ordered minerals on their composition (Besoain, 1985, Escudey et al., 2001). The iron oxides (a broad term, meaning here iron hydroxide, oxyhydroxide or oxide) particles are major components in many soils derived from magmatic materials and greatly influence different properties on these soils. Their occurrence on different types of
volcanic soils follows the same behaviour for aluminium-silicate minerals, i.e., pedologically more-evolved soils contain iron oxide minerals with overall higher degrees of crystallinity. For instance, reports from Baumgarten et al. (2013) establish that Chilean Andisols have high contents of ferrihydrite, an Fe (III) mineral with low degree of crystallinity. Nevertheless, Pizarro et al. (2003) have proved that, in addition to ferrihydrite, Andisols may also contain many Fe (III) oxides with low crystalline degree that can be easily confused with ferrihydrite. In Ultisols, on the other hand, the content of more ordered iron oxides is more important than in Andisols.

With respect to iron oxide studies made on Chilean volcanic soils, scarce outcomes can be found before the 1990s. First studies were fundamentally based on elemental analyses, X-ray diffractometry (XRD), and indirect measurements of their properties (as selective chemical dissolutive methods). Book chapters authored by Beasoain (1985) included at Suelos Volcanicos de Chile, describe concise elemental analysis of volcanic derived soil samples from central Chile, revealing about a 6-12 % (Fe₂O₃) of non-crystalline oxides content on Andisol samples, characterised by XRD analysis. Also, same study showed that total iron oxide contents are directly related to the amount of clay fraction on each soil. So, at the time, it seemed that most of Andisols clay presents non-crystalline iron oxide contents, especially in those soils with iron oxide pan and constrained seasonal drainage, which could correspond to ferrihydrite-like minerals. To establish the amount of active Al and Fe on clay fraction Sadzawka and Besoain (1981), Galindo et al. (1986) and Grez (1989), independently, used chemical dissolutive methods complemented with infrared differential spectroscopy. These studies are relevant used during classification of Andisols, since, hypothetically, on less evolved soils derived from volcanic ashes, it should predominate Al- and Fe-oxides with low crystalline degree. Then, electrophoretic mobility study published by Escudey and Galindo (1983) on clay samples after removal of the organic matter and iron oxide layer established the importance of iron oxide layer on the variable surface charge characteristics, typical from volcanic derived soils. Consistently, Cornell and Schwertmann (1996) established that this approach provides evidence on the importance and influence of iron oxide in variable charge soils. Therefore, it seems that on young volcanic soils, such as Andisols, clay-size soil fraction contains “humus-Al” and “humus-Fe” complexes which are, in part, responsible of typical variable surface charge characteristic if this soil order. Finally, Escudey and Galindo (1994) showed X-ray diffraction analysis (a technique firstly employed and reported on Chilean samples by Beasoain, 1985) on Chilean soils resulted on mostly in a few broad reflection peaks that do not allow an unambiguous interpretation. It was established that goethite- and hematite-type minerals might also be possibly found on clays or as aggregate material from soils with constrained seasonal drainage. Nevertheless, the mineralogy of volcanic soils was hard to deduce because of the compositional and structural variability of their minerals, particularly of the iron oxide group. Although these studies gave the first hints regarding iron oxides in volcanic soils, these studies provided just incomplete information on its exact composition due to the complex nature of soil-related iron oxide minerals (which are widely variable on terms of composition, crystalline structure, particle size and morphology). Systematic mineralogical iron oxide characterizations of these matrices attempts were not considered right until the early 2000s. From those years, to the present day, there have been mayor advances, regarding new instrumental techniques and sample preparation methodologies.

Some results on studies made on Chilean volcanic soil would be presented from samples taken from B-
horizons from pedosystems, located in southern Chile. Their classification corresponds to Ultisols, Andisols, and Andisol with iron oxide pan and constrained seasonal drainage. Main characteristics (location, rainfall, annual mean temperature, mineralogy, pH, organic carbon, among others) are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. General characteristics of Chilean volcanic ash derived soils (Adapted from: Escudey et al., 2004; Mella and Kühne, 1985)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil Order</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>Rainfall (m year⁻¹)</th>
<th>Annual mean temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Mineralogy</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>OC (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultisol</td>
<td>36° – 38°</td>
<td>120 – 400</td>
<td>1.2 – 1.5</td>
<td>14 – 16</td>
<td>Halloysite</td>
<td>4.7 – 5.2</td>
<td>2.0 – 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kaolinite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andisol</td>
<td>36° – 41°</td>
<td>120 – 1400</td>
<td>1.2 – 5.0</td>
<td>10 – 16</td>
<td>Allophane</td>
<td>4.1 – 6.2</td>
<td>1.9 – 9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andisol w/Fe Pan</td>
<td>38° – 41°</td>
<td>80 – 200</td>
<td>1.5 – 2.0</td>
<td>13 – 15</td>
<td>Allophane</td>
<td>4.1 – 4.4</td>
<td>3.6 – 7.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*According to the U.S. Soil Taxonomy 2006.) (*In suspension of double distilled water, at a ratio of 1:2.5 w/v)
(©Organic matter content determined by the Walkley-Black method (Allison, 1965), using a Radiometer automatic titrator provided with a Pt-calomel combined electrode)

This review is intended to offer a comprehensive picture of the state-of-the-art, minerals, especially iron oxides, found in volcanic soils of Chile. The information would be presented in the following order: (i) Role of surface charges of particles on ions dynamics; surface charge properties; (ii) selected results on the mineralogical analysis of iron oxides on volcanic samples using Mössbauer Spectroscopy as the main characterization tool; and (iii) the effect of the organic matter on chemical stability of iron oxide minerals.

**Surface charge of volcanic soils**

An important aspect that has been subject of many studies is the effect of iron oxide on a distinctive characteristic of this type of soils, where variable surface charge minerals predominate. Escudey et al. (2004) established that particle surface charge is a key aspect when characterising a soil capacity for adsorbing and releasing charged species, influencing the retention and mobility of plant nutrients and contaminants. For instance, Khawmee et al. (2013) indirectly relate the presence of variable positive surface charge ascribed to the natural iron oxide minerals contents, by analysing electrophoretic mobility of Thai Oxisols and Ultisols samples before and after removal of their iron oxides. Therefore, soil mineralogy alongside with other parameters such as organic matter, define the surface charge nature of volcanic ashes derived soils.

Several approaches may be used to measure and characterise the surface charge; one of them is the isoelectric point (IEP). The IEP is sensitive to changes in the
external surface of the soil (Parks 1967) and may reflect changes in the organic matter content of variable charged soils (Escudey et al., 2004). Because of the sensitivity of electrophoretic measurements to surface composition of soils, IEP has been used to follow the impact of iron oxides on surface charge of soil particles. The role of iron oxides on the surface charge of volcanic soils needs to be established and isolated from the contribution of organic matter and aluminium-oxides. Escudey et al. (1983) clearly established the positive charge contribution (at soil pH) that iron oxides have to the soil particles. Galindo et al. (1992) reported IEP shifts towards positive values after removing the organic matter contents, pointing out the negative contribution to the soil surface charge. This effect is observed to be more pronounced on Andisol over Ultisols, since the first soil order typically contains higher amounts of organic matter and possesses a more “intense” variable charge character (Escudey et al., 2004). Wang et al. (2013) reported that after modification of an Alfisol, an Ultisol and a kaolinite sample with an amorphous Al/Fe hydroxide, the effective negative surface charge density became less negative. The charge contribution of iron oxides on soils is important on many aspects. As an example, Lui et al. (2014) corroborated while relating the amount of bacteria-cells able to adhere over Ultisol particles; he established the possibility that surface charge contribution from iron oxides on Ultisols promotes the number of microorganisms able to adhere on the soil surface. Recent studies by Yan et al. (2015) have established that the positive variable surface charge of iron oxides of red soils from southern China contribute to the corrosive characteristics of this soil towards X80 steel pipelines. An approach for determining such contribution could be the study changes on IEP, when iron oxide coatings are removed from soil particles; the effects of selective dissolution of iron oxides on IEP on soils have to be reviewed (Wada and Harward, 1974; Cavallaro and McBride, 1984). The dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB) method (Mehra and Jackson, 1958; Jackson, 1985; Singer et al. 1995) is a reported method capable of removing free iron oxides. Free iron oxide refers to the sum of crystalline and non-crystalline content forming a cover over the soil particle (Escudey and Galindo, 1983). Osorno (Andisol) and Collipulli (Ultisol) samples were selected to study the effect of iron content removal on IEP. After the necessary number of DCB treatments on samples, the variation of IEP is followed by electrophoretic mobility studies. Summary of treatment’s effect on IEP is shown on Table 2.

**Table 2.** IEP evolution during chemical treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Untreated (1)</th>
<th>w/o OM Fe-ox (2)</th>
<th>w/o OM Fe-ox (3)</th>
<th>ΔIEP₁ (2) – (1)</th>
<th>ΔIEP₂ (3) – (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Osorno</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>+5.5</td>
<td>-5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collipulli</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The untreated Osorno clay-size sample, presents a low value of IEP (3.3) due to high organic matter content, typical for these types of soils, which at the soil pH provides a negative surface variable charge. After OM destruction, the IEP value shifts to alkali values (8.8) denoting the effect of exposing the aluminium and iron oxides to the surface; this mineral layer presents positive variable charge at soil pH. After removing OM and iron oxides, the IEP of these particles return to acid values (3.2), evidencing that the aluminosilicate core should present negative charge at soil pH. Thus, iron oxides contribute with variable positive surface charge to the soil particle, as several authors have inferred before. Ketrot et al. (2013) determined that the iron oxides contents on several samples of Thai Oxisols and Alfisols were responsible of positive variable surface charge (determined by IEP experiments after removing the organic matter as well). During the preparation of mixtures between soils and different synthetic iron oxide minerals, Li et al. (2013) concluded that the positive charge of several iron oxides (goethite, hematite, amorphous ferrihydrite, etc.) on Alfisols from Nanjing site (China) contribute to the decrease of effective cation exchange capacity and pH elevation of soils. On the other hand, for Collipulli (Ultisol) inorganic oxide layer contribution is a more important contribution than the organic matter, when compared to Osorno where the IEP change from 2.0 to 6.8 when the OM is destroyed. After removal of iron oxides, the IEP value returns to acid limit (2.3), a lower value than the obtained from Osorno. More important than comparing the IEP values between soils, is the variation of the IEP (ΔIEP) between treatments. While removing each layer, the ΔIEP values for Osorno where always more intense than those observed for the Collipulli samples. Analogous studies using soil model (synthetic) have arrived to same conclusions. Mora et al. (1992) prepared a synthetic soil model for surface charge studies. They synthesised a low range ordered aluminium-silicate (AlSi) and applied layers, with different thickness, of iron oxide on it (AlSi/Fe-ox). Then they also applied commercial humic acids (Aldrich) as the organic matter layer (AlSi/Fe-ox/OM). IEP values for AlSi, AlSi/Fe-ox and AlSi/Fe-ox/OM, gave values of ca. 5.5, 8.6 and 5.6 respectively, thus confirming the observations made for experiments on the reviewed clays. The positive-sign contribution on surface charge from iron oxide is important to prevent accelerated soil acidification from severed weathered soils. Results published by Li et al. (2012) revealed for several soil lines (Alfisols and Ultisols) from subtropical China, that natural iron oxide contents were direct responsible for preventing further acidification processes through the formation of an electric double-layer over phyllosilicates. The effect of iron oxide content on soil surface charge has been clarified; this mineral layer may provide positive charge to clay fraction of volcanic soils. Nevertheless, this effect competes with the contribution of OM. On Andisol samples, OM is the most important fraction that determines the surface charge of clays. On Ultisol samples, OM has also an important effect, but is less intense. Here the iron oxide contents play a more important role when the contributions to surface charge are determined.

Selected results on the iron oxide mineralogical analysis of volcanic soils from Chile

Mineralogical analysis of soils iron oxide is a complex process and if solely standard physical methods and the single use of chemical methods give only partial or ambiguous information about the intrinsic nature of soil iron oxide minerals, as affirmed by Pizarro et al. (2000). From a methodological point of view the mineralogical study requires meticulous work, especially in the choice of analytical techniques and in establishing the most adequate experimental conditions (Vandenberghhe and De Grave, 2013).
Some key results of diverse mineralogical analysis of iron-related compounds on representing soils from Chile are next-summarized. Any study focused on iron oxides should consider the use of $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. In spite of $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy is known as a powerful analytical tool for iron oxide characterization when soils are involved, some concerns have to be minded before its direct application to the study of iron-minerals from bulk soil samples. As Murad, (2010) explains on its comprehensive review, experiment design should consider sample preparation procedures, e.g. chemical dissolution treatments of the bulk samples, in order to concentrate selected mineralogical phases of interest. Pizarro et al. (2000a) used 5 M NaOH washes in order to concentrate crystalline iron oxides minerals on soil samples, improving signals recognition on XDR and $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy. DCB method (for removal free iron oxide contents) was employed by Murad et al. (2005) intending to establish the differences between the iron oxide structures at whole bauxite-ore (Brignoles, France) samples from those occluded at the aluminium oxide; such knowledge has potential economic value to metallic aluminium producers. Also, for optimising instrumental experimental conditions, low temperature measurements should be considered during Mössbauer spectrum acquisition. Murad et al. (2005) describes typical $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer signals for hematite contained on ore samples observed at 4.2 and 118 K. Also, Murad and Rojik (2005) used 77 K $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer measurements for characterising schwertmannite on acid mine drainage from Sokolov (Czech Republic); at 77 K (Néel temperature) schwertmannite suffers a phase change to a magnetically ordered state, visible through Mössbauer spectroscopy. Finally, mineralogical characterization should be complemented with chemical and physical analysis including conventional methods or point by point electron microprobe spectroscopy, magnetic measurements and powder X-ray diffractometry. Practically all studies reviewed employ many of these complementary methods (Pizarro et al., 2000a; 2000b; 2001; 2003; Murad et al., 2005; Murad and Rojik, 2005; etc.)

As Pizarro et al. (2000a) affirms, main difficulties in soils that mislead Mössbauer analysis are: first, simultaneous mixed-spectra acquisition with paramagnetic (diluted systems) and magnetic (cooperative events between ferro-, ferri- and antiferro-magnetism) contributions; thus, Fe$^{3+}$ located on octahedral sites of silicate minerals usually presents doublets with similar hyperfine parameters. Second, presence of non-crystalline iron oxide/oxide-hydroxide on volcanic soil samples or superparamagnetic character of finely divided crystalline minerals. Third, isomorphic substitution of iron with elements, such as aluminium, titanium, magnesium, etc., modifies hyperfine parameters of a Mössbauer spectrum. These difficulties sometimes lead to misinterpretations during spectra fitting process. For instance, Saragovi and Mijovilovich (1997) pointed out experimental complications when semiquantitative room temperature Mössbauer analyses were carried out on Mollisol samples with low iron content from Muzzi area (Argentina). Then, Mijovilovich et al. (1999) analysed different Mollisol and Ultisol samples (Bahia Blanca, Argentina) but spectral acquisition was carried out at 15 K this time, making interpretation possible. Thus, the presence of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ isomorphic substitutions on silicate minerals such as illite or montmorillonite for the Mollisol and, for the Ultisol, the clear dominance of hematite and goethite species were established.

Before beginning the descriptions of main outcomes from volcanic soil samples, some results will be introduced on one the most important precursor of volcanic soils: volcanic ashes. The purpose of analysing in more detail the ashes is to establish if there is a relation between the mineralogy of iron oxide
content of the precursor material and the produced soils. Nevertheless, such conclusion should arrive after presenting the results on different volcanic soil influenced by these ashes on its formative stages.

Iron oxide characterization from volcanic ashes

According to Silva et al. (2014) volcanic ashes samples were collected from a former lava/ashes effluent from Osorno Volcano. $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectrum and

Figure 2. Room temperature $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra. Inset: Powder X-ray pattern from volcanic ashes (Adapted from Silva et al., 2014)

From the adjusted model to the Mössbauer spectrum, two magnetic and three paramagnetic contributions were found. The sextets assignment gave the presence of tetrahedral Fe$^{3+}$ and a mixture of octahedral Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$ ions, which may be attributed to magnetite structure. Doublets are assigned to octahedral Fe$^{2+}$ and dodecahedral positions of the Fe-diopside-type structure. The presence of Fe$^{3+}$ doublet may have appeared due to Fe$^{2+}$ oxidation in the Fe-diopside-type structure.

Results at 80 K (data not shown) did not gave different information and only confirmed the presence of magnetite as the most relevant contribution to the mineral composition of iron oxides from the ashes.

The proposed mineralogical composition then confirmed by phase search based on data of the powder XRD pattern (Figure 3 (a), Inset). Considering Rietveld refinement of these XRD data with pseudo-Voigt peak fitting gave structural parameters of each crystalline phase. The analysis revealed that the volcanic ashes sample has 79 mass% of anorthite (ideal formula, CaAl$_2$Si$_2$O$_8$), 17 mass% of Fe-diopside-type (CaFe$_{Si}_2$O$_6$) and 4 mass% of Ca-magnetite (Fe$_{3-x}$Ca$_x$O$_4$) contents. Lemouga et al. (2013) also characterised volcanic ashes samples from Foumbot and Djoungo volcanic sites (Cameroon), finding Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ signals; results complemented well with XDR characterization and minerals were assigned to iron-bearing minerals ferroan forsterite and augite. Comparing these results with those from Osorno volcano, reveal that ashes typically contain mixed valence Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$ compounds, but not necessarily belonging to the same iron oxide minerals.

Summing-up, results from $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer and XRD crystallography converged and informed that iron oxides mineralogy of volcanic ashes was mainly constituted by magnetite, which is also combined with calcium rich minerals such as anorthite, Fe-diopside-type and Ca-magnetite.

Collipulli (Ultisol), Osorno (Andisol) and Frutillar (Andisol with iron oxide pan and constrained seasonal drainage) soils mineralogical iron oxide characterization attempts are now reviewed employing different approaches (physical separations, selective chemical dissolution methods, among others.) in order to clearly establish the difficulties that had to be dealt for such goal accomplishment. It should be evidenced that direct interpretation of $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra of untreated volcanic soil samples does not always permit arrival to concluding results. Therefore, some sample pre-treatment methods are
discussed and their results analysed for Mössbauer spectra acquisition and interpretation.

**Bulk soil and sandy-fraction characterization**

Direct analyses from bulk soil samples gave the first insights on the difficulties that must be dealt with in order to apply Mössbauer Spectroscopy on mineralogical characterizations: spectra interpretation leads to divergent conclusions.

Pizarro *et al.* (2000a) reported a $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra of bulk Collipulli, Osorno and Frutillar soils, Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Room temperature $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra for Collipulli, Osorno and Frutillar bulk soil samples. (Adapted from Pizarro *et al.*, 2000a)

Similar to the reports by Acebal *et al.* (2000) data at Figure 4 for all soil samples presents: a central doublet with the highest quadrupolar splitting (Fe$^{2+}$) and a central doublet with the low quadrupolar splitting (Fe$^{3+}$, probably bonded to silicate). Therefore, direct interpretation would allow to describe the presence of magnetite, maghemite, goethite and/or ferrihydrite, preventing the obtaining of concluding mineralogical description of iron oxides contents. The problem comes with fitting. For instance, Collipulli spectrum shows a defined central doublet and a less intense multiplet. Fitting the data with different models accomplishes different interpretations especially on the case of multiplets. As an example, Table 3 summarizes Mössbauer parameters obtained from application of two fitting model to the same spectrum for Collipulli bulk soil sample.

**Table 3.** Fitting models and Mössbauer hyperfine parameters for Collipulli soil. (Adapted from: Pizarro *et al.*, 2000a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitting</th>
<th>$\delta$ (mm s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$2\Delta Q$ (mm s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$B_H$ (T)</th>
<th>RA (%)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fitting-A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^{\text{st}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>51.30</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$^{\text{nd}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.172</td>
<td>49.91</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$^{\text{rd}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>46.69</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^{\text{st}}$ Doublet</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting-B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^{\text{st}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>-0.188</td>
<td>50.36</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$^{\text{nd}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>46.28</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$^{\text{rd}}$ Sextet</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>-0.301</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^{\text{st}}$ Doublet</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.654</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the authors adjusted for Fitting-A (1st sextet), the highest magnetic field value (51.30 T) was assigned to hematite. On the other hand, Pizarro et al. (2000a) present that Fittings-B for the same sextet gave a magnetic field value of 50.36, thus adjusting for maghemite. Fittings-A 2nd and 3rd sextets resulted with the lower values of magnetic field, corresponding to magnetite. However, for Fitting-B the value 38.17 T of $B_{hf}$ may be assigned to goethite. Usually the $\chi^2$ value is used as criterion for selecting best Fitting (as closer to 1.0, better is the fit). In this case the highest $\chi^2$ value corresponds to Fitting-B. Conversely, best resolution is achieved with the lowest $\chi^2$ value, when Fitting-A is considered. This situation evidences that direct interpretation of $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra does not always lead to concluding results. Sometimes, even with appropriate instruments and correct experimental condition, erroneous data interpretation may take place during the fitting process. For instance, Silva et al. (2013) published its results for the characterization of an atypical “Grey Oxisol” (Jequitinhonha River Basin, Minas Gerais, Brazil); Mössbauer data fit described the presence of one paramagnetic Fe$^{2+}$ contribution with isomer shift (δ) 1.80 mm s$^{-1}$. Then, from the same research group, Silva et al. (2015) published a revision of those results establishing that such isomeric shift value was unrealistically high and they propose a more realistic model considering two paramagnetic Fe$^{2+}$ with 1.30 and 0.98 mm s$^{-1}$ isomeric shift, respectively. Therefore, is understandable that sometimes a statistically satisfactory fit doesn’t necessarily lead to correct interpretation of results. On an attempt to improve results may be select of different particle sizes. However, as the same report demonstrated (Pizarro et al., 2000a) sandy fraction samples did not show significant differences with the respective spectra (Data not shown) of bulk soil samples. Thus, just separation by size fraction doesn’t allow clear description of iron oxide/hydroxi-oxide composition either.

From an experimental point of view, the study of iron oxides in volcanic soils requires the establishment of more aggressive strategies for accurately resolving its composition. Such strategies may involve physical pre-treatments and/or chemical selective concentration of mineral phases of interest. Due to the ambiguous results, magnetic separates of sandy fraction were analysed. Results presentations continue with the magnetic separates.

### Magnetic separates from sandy-fraction

For further characterization of iron-oxide composition on soil samples, several analyses were considered on its magnetic separates. According to reports from Pizarro et al. (2001) sand fractions are quite well separable into magnetic and non-magnetic sub-fractions by suspending the sample in water, and picking up magnetic particles with a hand-held magnet. In the present section, Mössbauer spectroscopy is complemented with analysis from, saturation magnetisation measurements, X-ray diffraction, microprobe analysis and optical microscopy techniques.

Results on saturation magnetisation measurements, $\sigma$, for magnetic separates from Collipulli, Osorno and Frutillar samples were 38.2, 26.4 and 1.5 J T$^{-1}$ kg$^{-1}$, respectively. Collipulli (Ultisol) presents the highest value possibly due to the higher content of magnetic materials. Recently, magnetic measurements have been employed by other authors in order to characterise volcanic soils from the eastern part of French Massif Central. Grison et al. (2015) proposed to establish relationships between magnetic susceptibility measurements and chemical parameters from magnetic soils in order to define “andic” properties of a certain volcanic soil. Moreover, they propose that magnetic and chemical parameters can be related to pedogenesis factors on Andisols (Grispon et al., 2016). Despite such relationships may explain the origin of soils and
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their evolution from parent material, magnetic measurement solely cannot be trusted when comes to characterization of iron oxides mineralogy, considering that iron oxides are not the only minerals with magnetic properties. Algoe et al. (2012), state that in many occasions the most magnetic fraction of soils is directly related to higher contents of more crystalline character iron oxides, such as magnetite. Even more, if titanomagnetite is also present within soil samples a direct relationship between magnetism and crystalline degree cannot be established. Therefore, in order to corroborate that magnetic character of Collipulli samples corresponds to magnetic crystalline iron oxide minerals contents, further experiments must be considered. Room temperature zero-field $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra for magnetic separates of Collipulli soil samples are presented on Figure 4.

Figure 4. Room temperature $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra of magnetic separate from the sand fraction of Collipulli samples. Inset: Powder X-ray patterns. Miller indexes for the main reflection planes of the cubic iron oxide spinel structure are indicated. NaCl = internal standard (a). Optical microscopy image with common patterns of polished section in the magnetic extract of sand fraction (b) (Adapted from: Pizarro et al., 2001).

Fitting this Mössbauer spectrum with a model-independent hyperfine field distribution leads to two distribution blocks. One of these presents characteristic for the mixed valence Fe$^{3+}/2+$ in the octahedral site of magnetite and has a maximum $B_{hf}$ at 48.3 T, representing 58% of the relative spectral area RA% (see more details at Pizarro et al., 2001). Causevic et al. (2004) reported similar results on an Argentinian Ultisol located on a sub-tropical region, finding high contents of magnetite on the magnetic separates from the sand fraction. Powder X-ray diffraction results, Figure 4 (a)-Inset, reveal that the magnetic separates contain a complex mixture of phases, dominated by iron oxide spinels. Split peaks are observed for several reflections. A closer look at the highest intensity 311-reflection of the spinel structure revealed several maxima centred at d-spacing with characteristic values ranging from cubic maghemite (JCPDS; card # 24-81) to magnetite (JCPDS card # 19-629). Optical micrograph analysis, Figure 4 (b), also complemented the results obtained on Collipulli magnetic separates; typical iron oxide
spinels are recognized. Nevertheless, the magnetic particle contains different domains. It has two different regular patterns of darker (A) and lighter (B) areas. Both of these areas are designated to magnetite, in agreement with the respective $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectrum, of different chemical composition.

Domain chemical composition was elucidated by means of microprobe analysis, revealing wide range of chemical composition of the spinel phases (usually point composition data is taken from three to five optically similar zones of different grains). From this analysis, magnetic separates for Collipulli samples showed a large variability on chemical composition. Microprobe analysis dark areas (point A) for Collipulli image, Figure 4 (b), gave an averaged formula:

$$\text{(Fe}^{2+3+}_2\text{Al})_4\text{Mg}_2\text{Mn}_{\text{0.02}}\text{Mn}_{0.02}\text{Ti}_{0.05}^4\text{□}_{0.02}\text{O}_4$$

where □ corresponds to a vacancy. The molar mass (M) for the dark areas (Figure 4b), was determined as 216.2 g mol$^{-1}$. Lighter areas (point B) correspond to

$$\text{(Fe}^{2+3+}_2\text{Al})_4\text{Mg}_2\text{Mn}_{0.02}^4\text{Ti}_{0.13}^4\text{□}_{0.25}\text{O}_4$$

with molar mass of M= 208.6 g mol$^{-1}$. Titanium content on spinels varies from <1 to ~0.6, but ~0.3 is more frequent. Magnesium content are also variable on spinels reaching indexes of ~0.1. Fabris et al. (1997) has described such a configuration (a Ti-, Mg-rich spinel) before on tuffite samples, a rock formed from volcanic ashes (and its corresponding soil) in Brazil with comparative Mg contents. Therefore, such as Algeo et al. (2012) said, the presence of titanomagnetite prevents the use of magnetic measurements for mineralogical characterization of iron oxide minerals. A qualitative analysis presented by Pizarro et al. (2001) of $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra of Andisol magnetic separates samples revealed the presence magnetic ordering when acquisition is made at low temperature. The Mössbauer spectra magnetic separates from sand-size fraction of Osorno soil showed superparamagnetic behaviour at 80 K spectra, while for those from Frutillar soil presented a dominant paramagnetic phase (presumed as silicate bonded Fe$^{3+}$) with less magnetic ordering effect at 80 K measurements. There’s also the possibility that magnetic separates from sand-size fraction of Frutillar soil samples contains iron oxide particles much finer than those from Osorno, requiring lower temperatures for correct Mössbauer spectra interpretation.

Results on magnetics separates gave more insights regarding the composition of iron oxides. It was established that, similar to the observed on Osorno volcano ashes (Silva et al., 2014), partially oxidized magnetite contributed importantly to the iron oxide/-oxyhydroxide contents of the sandy fraction from analysed volcanic soils. Nevertheless, it was impossible to obtain magnetic separates from finer fractions (silt and clay, respectively) using solely physical methods. Direct interpretation of $^{57}$Fe Mossbauer spectra from these finer fractions (data not shown) also leads to inconclusive results. Possibly, the presence of a layer of poorly crystalline iron oxides hinders clear interpretation of data on these fractions. The next step corresponded to analyse the effect of chemical treatments (treatments with the scope of non-crystalline layer removal) on the mineralogical characterization of iron oxide content on finer fractions.

**Chemically treated silt and clay fractions**

Murad (2010) reviewing the mineral constituents on clays and soils, established that soils developed under moderate climate conditions may not only present spectral intricacy due to complex mineralogy, but also may show superparamagnetism bellow 77 K due to the presence of Fe oxide nanoparticles. On these cases, selective chemical dissolution treatments are optional, sometimes essential, strategies to improve the mineralogical analysis of soil samples. How-
However, no chemical extractive solution, regardless of its nature, would dissolve completely certain species, while leaving unaffected others. For instance, iron oxide/oxyhydroxides are mostly presented as a continuum of inter-related mineral forms (assemblages of strongly cemented multiphase grains in heterogeneous systems) with a considerable range of crystalline degree. Cornell and Schwertmann (1996) reviewed some of the typically used methods to concentrate and/or to selectively dissolve some mineral species. Among all methods, some of the most conventional procedures are:

(i) Norrish and Taylor (1961) first, and Kämpf and Schwertmann (1982) later, reported the use of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) washes for concentration of crystalline mineral phases, preferentially removing silicate and gibbsite.

(ii) Blesa et al. (1987) reported that ammonium oxalate (AOX) treatment is effective and simple for removing magnetite, dioctahedral layer silicates, allophane, and, when the procedure is carried out in the absence of light, poorly crystallized iron oxide in soils (McKeague and Day, 1966; Schwertmann, 1973; Blume and Schwertmann, 1969). Nowadays is known that AOX treatment is able to remove poorly crystalline iron contents.

(iii) Mehra and Jackson (1958) reported for the first time that dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB, already mentioned on surface charge studies) removes free iron oxides. Later, Singer et al. (1995) specified that DCB method preferentially attacks pedogenic magnetite over lithogenic magnetite. The DCB method does not remove the Fe oxide contained within the aluminium-silicate core and of those from isomorphic substitution onto phyllosilicate structures.

Reyes and Torrent (1997) reported that sodium citrate-ascorbic acid (CA), in spite of the relatively weak reducing and complexing character of ascorbate, selectively extracts poorly crystalline iron oxides.

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) treatment of silt fraction.

As reported, silicates, aluminium-silicates and organic matter in silt and clay fractions may be removed by extractions of concentrated heated NaOH (i.e., 5 M and 90 °C for 1 hour) (Norrish and Taylor, 1961). The solid residue is then neutralized and cleansed with diluted hydrochloric acid. Such chemical treatment should dissolve non-crystalline Fe oxides, Fe-organic matter complexes, silicates and gibbsite. It also should concentrate magnetic and crystalline Fe compounds at the solid phase. This approach has been extensively employed for the mineralogical characterization of iron oxides and a high level of expertise has been demonstrated by Brazilian researches on the subject. Ferreira et al. (2003) employed the alkali treatment on samples of a Red Nitossolo developing on a tholeiitic basalt, finding maghemite on the sand and ferric ilmenite at the silt. Finally, Anastacio et al. (2005) employed NaOH washes on clay-size fraction from a Brazilian Cambisol, describing the formation of maghemite and superparamagnetic goethite. This bibliographic data give accounts on the expectable improvements on signal quality of the $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra for correct interpretation of results. Collipulli silt-size fraction Mössbauer spectra are presented on Figure 5, complement with X-ray diffractometry; results proved that after three sequential NaOH treatments spectra quality was clearly improved (Pizarro et al., 2000b). For the untreated silt an incipient magnetic hyperfine structure may be observed, which cannot be ascribed to any known iron oxide mineral. On the other hand, the same silt sample after three sequential NaOH treatments presents typical Mössbauer signals of strongly oxidized magnetite. Fitting parameters from adjusted model considered two subspectra.
Figure 5. Room temperature $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra (a). Power X-ray patterns with NaCl as an internal standard (b). Analysed samples corresponded to untreated (UT) and after three sequential NaOH (3xNaOH) treatments of Collipulli silt fraction (Adapted from: Pizarro et al., 2000b).

The first corresponded to magnetically ordered phase with characteristic mixed-valence Fe$^{2+}$/3+ in octahedral site of magnetite with an isomeric shift ($\delta$) of 0.059 mm s$^{-1}$, a quadrupole splitting ($2\varepsilon_Q$) of 0.020 mm s$^{-1}$, and a maximum of magnetic field ($B_{hf}$) of 46.2 T, representing 39% of the relative spectral area (RA) (Pizarro et al., 2000b). The second, to a central doublet describing Fe$^{3+}$ in tetrahedral sites with $\delta$ of 0.30 mm s$^{-1}$, a $2\varepsilon_Q$ of -0.040 mm s$^{-1}$ and $B_{hf}$ of 48.2 T corresponding to 26% of RA (Pizarro et al., 2000b).

Therefore, NaOH-treatment was an effective tool for concentrating iron oxide in the studied pedomaterials, revealing an important strategy on volcanic soil sample preparation for mineralogical analysis. These observations were complemented with the results on the corresponding sets of X-ray patterns, presented at Figure 5 (b). Treatment effects are evidenced by characteristic signals changes such as the intensity ratio between the 311 reflection of cubic Fe-rich spinels and the 101 reflection of quartz. The increasing intensity ratio can be semi-quantitatively ascribed to the relative enrichment of iron oxides in the sample. The NaOH treatments on Andisol silt samples were also improved from the point of view of feasible interpretation of the respective spectra. Pizarro et al. (2000b) reports that Mössbauer spectra of silt fractions of Osorno (Andisol) present similar behaviour. Untreated sample spectrum shows low resolution for solving the hyperfine parameters after data fitting. However, after three NaOH treatments hyperfine parameters become noticeable, and its fit (data not shown) presents a wide central doublet, corresponding to some paramagnetic or superparamagnetic Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ species, the last one assignable to ferrihydrite-like minerals, plausible intrinsically bonded to silicate structures which are not soluble during the NaOH selective dissolutive treatment. There is also an incipient resonant six-line signal assignable to some hyperfine structure of crystalline iron oxide, probably due to the presence of hematite or maghemite. Despite the improvement on the results, NaOH treatment was less effective for Andisol than for Ultisol samples. This basic treatment concentrate crystalline iron oxides while removing active iron oxides bonded to aluminium-silicate, thus leaving few iron-related materials for analysis on less evolved soils such as Andisols.
Therefore, the alkaline treatment permitted a more conclusive interpretation of results from $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffractometry for volcanic soils, especially for Ultisol sample. On this sense, silt fraction from Collipulli presented strongly oxidized magnetite as the most important iron mineral specie. Since magnetic sandy separates for the same soil presented partially oxidized magnetite as the most important iron mineral, it would seem that, during soil formation stages as higher the physical weathering level gets, producing smaller and more labile particles, chemical weathering also gets promoted. At similar conclusion was arrived from analyses of topsoils from the volcanic Brava Island, Cape Verde (Marques et al., 2016). The authors found more crystalline strongly oxidized iron oxides (such as hematite, oxidized magnetite and maghemite), located at the oldest and most weathered fractions of the studied pedons. However, when analysing silt fraction of Osorno soil (Andisol) the most important constituent is a ferrhydrite-like mineral with low crystalline character (Pizarro et al., 2000b). Comparing the results between Andisol against Ultisol, the second is characterised as an older volcanic material soil with low organic matter content, and with iron-oxide minerals of higher crystalline degree. To similar conclusions arrived Marques et al. (2016) for topsoil from Brava Island. Further experimentations were required to elucidate mineralogical composition of the fine fraction. Next step is reviewing results from chemical treatments for removal of non-crystalline iron oxide on clay fractions, and the interpretation of Mössbauer results.

Ammonium oxalate (AOX), citrate-ascorbate (CA) and dithionite-citrate bicarbonate (DCB) chemical treatments on clay fraction.

Report from Pizarro et al. (2008b) revealed that ammonium oxalate (AOX) and citrate-ascorbate (CA) treatments may be used to selectively eliminate poorly crystalline iron oxides, thus improving the $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra during mineralogical analysis of Collipulli silt and clay fractions. These results are complemented with elemental analyses and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging, in order to check up the effect of chemical treatments on the composition and morphology of clay particles. In AOX procedure, soil samples, in darkness, are treated with a mixture of oxalic acid and ammonium oxalate during 4 hours at pH 3. AOX treatment has been employed to improve Mössbauer quality. A report from Komadel et al. (1998) determined that goethite mineral persisted after AOX treatment of an Fe-rich bentonite sample, but the Mössbauer spectra interpretation permitted to deduce that some isomorphic substitutions of Al-for-Fe was achieved after the reductive treatment. On the other hand, Acebal et al. (2000) proved that for Mollisol samples the AOX treatment is able to extract poorly crystalline iron oxide from the finest soils fractions, leaving them intact at the coarse grains. Results published by Karlton et al. (2000) also pointed out that after treating podzolised forest soil samples with AOX, Mössbauer spectra showed that a (super) paramagnetic Fe$^{3+}$ phase (probably ferrihydrite) was effectively removed.

The CA treatment uses, in darkness, a mixture of sodium citrate/ascorbate for 16 h at pH 6. On the past, this procedure has been applied in studies regarding the effects Fe mobility for assessing possible Fe chlorosis (iron deficiency) on crops (De la Torre et al., 2010), proving that this methodology efficiently leaches poorly crystalline forms of iron.

$^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra acquisition for clay-size soil fractions, after AOX and CA treats, were carried out at 6 K, allowing a better interpretation when compared to room-temperature ones; most of the
superparamagnetic relaxation effects are suppressed. Figure 6 (a), presents adjusted spectra for AOX and CA treatments explained above, Pizarro et al. (2008b).

Figure 6. $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer spectra acquired at 6K for the Collipulli clay fraction samples before (Untreated or UT) and after CA- and AOX- treatments (a), respectively. Scanning Electron Microscopy micrographs of same samples (b) (Adapted from: Pizarro et al., 2008b).

Spectra analysis reveals relatively complex mineral assemblages, with heterogeneous chemical compositions. Such adjustment renders patterns mainly formed by an intense central doublet, due to paramagnetic Fe$^{3+}$ in silicates and/or superparamagnetic iron oxides. The less intense broad-line sextet may be due to coexisting magnetically ordered form of iron oxides. The fitting method identified spectral contributions from magnetically ordered phases involving two main steps: (i) a model-independent approach which calculated a hyperfine field distribution. Then (ii) the hyperfine parameters were estimated considering the most probable magnetic fields.
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The fit was accomplished using theoretical Lorentzian-shaped resonance lines. Hyperfine parameters determined for citrate ascorbate (CA) and ammonium oxalate (AOX) treated Collipulli clay samples are presented in Table 4.

As it was presented by Pizarro et al. (2008b), hyperfine parameters are consistent with goethite, maghemite and hematite iron oxides, along with some poorly crystalline iron-bearing compounds, which may likely be of the oxy-hydroxide group. The adjusted spectra at 6 K indicate that relative area of the hematite subspectrum for the CA, and AOX treated samples was 22 and 30%, respectively. Therefore, CA treatment was more efficient than AOX dissolving Fe$_3$O$_4$, particularly. Despite AOX and CA methods have more or less the same effect; CA is more efficient on preferential dissolution of finer particles. As a result, grains from CA treated with clay had sharper edges than those treated with AOX. On the other hand, AOX tends to preferentially remove magnetically ordered species with low hyperfine fields, which correspond to poorly crystalline iron oxide species (Table 4); CA has no effect on removing those on the characterised samples.

Table 4. Mössbauer parameters for spectra acquired at 6 K for the CA- and AOX- treated Collipulli clay samples. (Adapted from: Pizarro et al., 2008b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Subspectrum</th>
<th>$\delta$/mm s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$2\epsilon$/mm s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$B_{hf}$/T</th>
<th>RA/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Fe(III)</td>
<td>0.44(1)</td>
<td>0.82(2)</td>
<td>11.8(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>0.52(1)</td>
<td>-0.21(2)</td>
<td>50.5(1)</td>
<td>22(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>0.52(1)</td>
<td>-0.17(2)</td>
<td>53.1(1)</td>
<td>21(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Mh]</td>
<td>0.37(1)</td>
<td>-0.05(2)</td>
<td>49.1(1)</td>
<td>5(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{Mh}</td>
<td>0.39(1)</td>
<td>-0.02(3)</td>
<td>51.9(1)</td>
<td>8(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Field</td>
<td>0.48(2)</td>
<td>-0.03(4)</td>
<td>45.1(1)</td>
<td>13(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Field</td>
<td>0.50(2)</td>
<td>-0.20(2)</td>
<td>47.8(1)</td>
<td>20(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOX</td>
<td>Fe(III)</td>
<td>0.50(*)</td>
<td>0.60(*)</td>
<td>10.3(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gt</td>
<td>0.52(2)</td>
<td>-0.28(*)</td>
<td>48.1(2)</td>
<td>30(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hm</td>
<td>0.53(2)</td>
<td>-0.18(*)</td>
<td>52.3(1)</td>
<td>32(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Mh]</td>
<td>0.43(3)</td>
<td>-0.0(*)</td>
<td>49(1)</td>
<td>11(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{Mh}</td>
<td>0.38(1)</td>
<td>-0.0(*)</td>
<td>52.0(2)</td>
<td>18(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fe(III) = any subspectrum due to (super)paramagnetic Fe$^{3+}$) (Gt = goethite) (Hm = hematite) (Mh = maghemite) (Lower Field = any not-assigned subspectrum, with lower hyperfine field value than the previous) (magnetically ordered phases) ([]iron in tetrahedral site of maghemite) ({ } iron in octahedral sites of maghemite) (Numbers in parentheses () refer to errors over the last significant digit) (*Fixed value during least-squares fitting convergence)
An analogous behaviour is observed for Si and Al extracted by these methods (Pizarro et al., 2008a). Untreated Collipulli clay-size fraction sample contain 5.6, 4.2 and 13.6% of Fe, Al and Si, respectively. After CA treatment values decrease slightly to 1.9, 1.5, and 1.1% respectively. However, after AOX method, values shift to 0.7, 0.4 and 0.1%. Thus, there is a clear difference on the extraction efficiency after each of the chemical methods when treating Ultisol samples. Reyes and Torrent (1997) also found differences on extraction efficiency between the AOX and CA methods when applied to Spodosol and Andisol samples, with molar ratios of Si and Al consistent for allophane composition. Thus, an important difference is observed between CA and AOX treatment method is that the second tends to preferentially dissolve allophane and imogolite. Moreover, iron oxide removed after AOX on Andisol and Ultisol samples can be related to the organic carbon. Certini et al. (2001) have noted the influence of organic carbon content on iron oxide crystallinity. This author reports that pine plantations around Mount Etna (Italy) had a notorious effect on morphological, mineralogical and chemical properties of volcanic soils, describing that vegetation had direct responsibility on non-crystalline iron oxide deposition processes. Results on iron oxides extracted with AOX, DCB methods and organic matter for Collipulli, Osorno and Frutillar samples are given on Table 5 (Pizarro et al., 2003). DCB method (described on section 2) removes free iron oxide contents and is employed for assessing the relationship between iron oxides crystalline degree and organic matter contents. Table 5. Organic carbon contents and iron (expressed as wt% of Fe$_2$O$_3$) removed by AOX and DCB treatments, respectively (Adapted from: Pizarro et al., 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>OC (wt%)</th>
<th>Fe$_{\text{AOX}}$ (wt%)</th>
<th>Fe$_{\text{DCB}}$ (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collipulli</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osorno</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frutillar</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is known that Fe$_{\text{AOX}}$ and Fe$_{\text{DCB}}$ represent non-crystalline and free iron oxides contents, respectively. Its ratio Fe$_{\text{AOX}}$/Fe$_{\text{DCB}}$ is also named as the “activity ratio” (Borggaard, 1985). It has been found that this “activity ratio” has a direct relation to OC content on volcanic soils (Pizarro et al., 2003). On this sense, the activity ratio for Collipulli, Osorno and Frutillar samples was 0.19, 0.42 and 0.83, respectively. Then, Borggaard ratio behaves as expected, since OC contents for same samples were 2.0, 2.3 and 7.9, respectively. The highest Fe$_{\text{AOX}}$/Fe$_{\text{DCB}}$ ratio values, corresponds to less developed Andisols with a mineralogy mainly dominated by non-crystalline compounds, such as it was determined by Mössbauer spectrum interpretation, giving a ferrihydrite-like mineral after NaOH treatments of Osorno samples (see Section 3.4.1.). The direct relationship between Fe$_{\text{AOX}}$/Fe$_{\text{DCB}}$ and OC (typically present on allophanic soils such as Andisols, Merino et al. (2016) content is presumed to be responsible from the inhibitory effect that organic matter has on Fe oxides.
cry stallization processes. Many authors have formed these types of relationships between selective extraction procedures (DCB, AOX) to formulate activity ratios to correlate them with OC% and other soil parameters in order to arrive to more general conclusions. For instance, Drouza et al. (2007) proposed the relation \((\text{Fe}_{\text{DCB}} - \text{Fe}_{\text{AOX}}) *100/\text{Fe}_{\text{DCB}}\) as a parameter to determine degree of crystallisation of iron oxides present on soil samples from the volcanic island of Nisyros (Greece), concluding that the results did not permitted to classify the samples as Andisols. On a complete soil genesis and mineralogical study of a volcanic field on northern California (USA), Wilson et al. (2017) uses the \(\frac{\text{Fe}_{\text{AOX}}}{\text{Fe}_{\text{DCB}}}\) ratio in order to describe presumed differences between pedons of diverse lithosequence. The authors established that samples from the whole field extension (20 km separated) and depth (until 120 cm) had similar \(\frac{\text{Fe}_{\text{AOX}}}{\text{Fe}_{\text{DCB}}}\) ratio values, implying that sharing climate and biological factors, diverse volcanic parent materials produces soils by weathering processes with proportional amounts of non-crystalline oxides.

Therefore, since AOX treatment proved to eliminate non-crystalline iron oxides species, while leaving the crystalline forms unaffected, and considering also that AOX method preferentially removes non-crystalline Si and Al phases, results after AOX treatment were selected for determining the mineralogical composition of iron oxide on the clay fraction. These results gave that Maghemite is now an important contribution to the mineralogical description of iron oxide from Collipulli clay particles. An interesting fact is that the partially oxidized magnetite contents observed for magnetic sandy separates and the strongly oxidized magnetite species determined for silt fractions (after NaOH treatment) where not found on clay fraction. Possibly the maghemite found on the clay-size fraction comes from the complete oxidation of the magnetite contents found on the sand- and silt-size soil fractions. It seems that the assumption made is confirmed: for an Ultisol, the higher level of physical weathering of the material, providing more labile particle to chemical weathering, produces highly oxidized iron oxide minerals, as depicted on Figure 7.

If observations made by analyses on volcanic ashes are recalled, it can be noticed a logical evolution of these soil by just paying attention on their iron oxides contents. Volcanic ashes possess magnetite (among other constituents) as the protagonist iron oxide, thus giving more sense to the findings on soils: To magnetite from the precursor material (volcanic ashes), it follows partially oxidized magnetite on sand fraction, strongly oxidized magnetite on silt fraction, and maghemite on clay fraction of the respective Ultisol, Figure 7.

Such relation found for Ultisol samples, cannot be directly employed on Andisols. The main reason corresponds to higher organic matter content present on Andisol, which has an inhibitory effect on iron oxide evolution towards more oxidized and crystalline mineral forms. Zanelli et al. (2006) arrived to a similar conclusion while analysing non-volcanic soil samples from southern Switzerland. These samples were “black coloured” and had many “andic” characteristics. Most impressive was that iron oxide mineralogy at different depths obeyed the relation that poorer crystalline oxide (ferrihydrite at the surface) was found were the higher organic contents are present, while the high crystalline minerals (Goethite) prevailed on deeper soil samples with lower organic matter content. Not only organic matter has an effect on soil minerals crystalline character, but also plant-roots interaction with soils on the rhizospheric space has an effect on the decomposition processes of organic matter. For instance, Merino et al. (2015) pointed out on its review that negative rhizosphere priming effect (retardation on decomposition process of soil organic matter by the interaction between plant-roots and soil
minerals) is present on soils with poorly-crystalline mineral content (e.g. Andisols). More precisely, as Violante and Caporale (2015) suggest, plant-root exudates (soluble organic substances released by roots) form co-precipitates with short-ordered Al, Fe oxides, promoting organic carbon accumulation and preventing crystallisation processes of mineral species. On the other hand, Filimonova et al. (2016) declared that, after its studies on a local Andisol (Eifel mountains, Germany), there is a strong interaction between nano-particulated ferrihydrite mineral and organic matter. Highly resistant organo-mineral associations are formed, preventing organic matter decomposition and mineral oxidation (chemical weathering).

Figure 7. Iron oxide composition evolution from volcanic ashes through soil physical and chemical weathering processes on Ultisol samples.

Conclusions

Iron oxide contents affect important properties of volcanic soil such as surface charge, providing positive variable surface charge at the soil particle. Iron oxide mineralogy has been thoroughly characterised on Chilean volcanic soils. An important feature that its directly related to the presence of iron oxides, is the magnetic character of a soil and, on this regard, Chilean Ultisols are soils with important magnetic properties. Mineralogical description of a soil’s iron oxides is a complex process that may alternatively include the use of sample-pre-treatments such as physical separation of magnetic particles, chemical concentration of crystalline faces and characterization using complementary instrumental techniques; for example XRD, electron microscopy and, most important, $^{57}$Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy. Through a systematic study of Chilean volcanic derived materials, it has been found out that, for instance, volcanic ashes, a soil precursor of volcanic soils, have important contents of magnetite minerals. Concomitantly, Ultisols are characterised for its magnetite contents with different oxidation degrees from partially oxidized at the sand-size soil fraction, passing by strongly oxidized at the lime-size soil fraction to finally maghemite at the clay-size fraction; such behaviour gives hints on the occurring pedological formation processes of this
volcanic soil example. On the other hand, Chilean Andisols typically contain less crystalline character minerals, paramagnetic Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ most probably to be a ferrihydrite-like mineral; no crystallisation and oxidation trends are observed at the different size fractions, probably due to the inhibitory effect that organic matter has on these processes.
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